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Zwanger-Pesiri Radiology and Adopt A Highway Maintenance Corporation®
Are Keeping New York’s Highways Litter-Free

Zwanger-Pesiri Radiology recently sponsored a total of 19 signs with Adopt A Highway
Maintenance Corporation®. Each sponsor sign promotes litter-removal efforts along New
York’s roadways to keep the highways safe and clean.

LINDENHURST, New Yotk (PRWEB) January 05, 2019 -- Astounded by their generosity, Adopt A Highway
Maintenance Corporation® is proud to have a sponsor that understands the importance of keeping highways
clean. Being a sponsor in the Long Island Sponsor A Highway® Program shows the community Zwanger’s
commitment to keeping drivers in the New York area safe.

As Senior Executive VP of Marketing, James Spera stated, “Adopt A Highway® provides an opportunity for
Zwanger-Pesiri Radiology to demonstrate our commitment to keeping the highways of Long Island and NY
City clean. We are glad to partner with an organization that allows us the opportunity to keep our community
safe and litter-free.”

As a sponsor since 2008, Zwanger-Pesiri Radiology believes in the importance of giving back to the
community. Their team of medical professionals also believes that there are numerously unique ways to help
others, and that is why they chose to become a highway sponsor in Long Island. Zwanger-Pesiri Radiology is
proud to support the citizens of New York by providing highways that are free of dangerous debris.

Creating an experience that is relaxing is of the utmost importance to the entire team at Zwanger-Pesiri
Radiology. Offering a plush robe for patients to change into before their exams, along with “hotel-like”
decorations, their patients feel transported to a relaxed state-of-mind. From MRI’s, CT Scans, ultrasounds, and
more— Zwanger-Pesiri uses state-of-the-art technology that helps to deliver a diagnosis quickly to their
patients.

For more information about Zwanger-Pesiri Radiology visit: www.zwangerpesiri.com
For more information about the Long Island Sponsor A Highway® Program visit: www.adoptahighway.com
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Contact Information
Marissa Gilbert
Adopt A Highway Maintenance Corporation®
http://www.adoptahighway.com
800-200-0003

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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